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About Us
At KFC Australia, beyond the
irresistible tasting food we serve
we’re a company who is passionate
and celebrates originality.

Tony Lowings,
Managing Director, KFC SOPAC
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Message from
Tony Lowings,
Managing Director,
KFC SOPAC
We support young Australians to be their best. We are deeply

We are an organisation with a huge heart and believe

committed to creating a workplace where people from all walks of

in giving everyone a fair opportunity. We recognise our

life can connect, learn and develop to their full potential. Through

responsibility to the diverse communities we operate in,

our employees we strive to create memorable experiences for

both locally and around the world.

our customers.
Our food is freshly prepared by real cooks, throughout each day.

We are committed to sustainability and make every effort

We appreciate that nutrition is just as important as taste, and

to ensure our footprints upon this planet are as light as they

continuously create a broad range of menu items – providing more

can possibly be.

choices for our consumers and exciting new options for them to
try each time they visit.

Our hunger for a more prosperous country and a smarter,
sustainable world drives us to collaborate closely with
franchisees, employees, suppliers, industry and government.
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History of KFC
In 1930, in a humble service station in Corbin, Kentucky, 40-year
old Harland Sanders began cooking for hungry travellers who

FAST FACTS ON KFC AUSTRALIA:

stopped by for gas, serving them his southern-style fried chicken
from his very own kitchen table. As word spread and Sanders'
fame began to grow, people started travelling from far and wide
just for a taste of his food. Sanders spent the next nine years
perfecting his secret blend of 11 herbs and spices, and the basic

The first KFC store in Australia
opened in 1968 in Guildford, NSW
employing 25 people.

cooking technique that's still used today.
In 2014, there are more than 18,000 KFC outlets in 118 countries
and territories around the world.

Today, KFC has grown to more than
600 stores across the country.

KFC Australia owns and operates around
160 stores with the remainder owned by
our community of over 60 franchisees.

KFC Australia is a subsidiary of Yum!
Brands Inc. We employ around 30,000
Australians and serve more than 2 million
customers weekly.

ABOUT US
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Our approach to Corporate
Social Responsibility
In our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) report, we examine
the key areas our business operations impact and where we have
the strongest ability to play a role.
Our objectives for this report are to:
Reinforce our commitment to CSR
Report on our performance to date under our four key pillars
Where possible, identify our future CSR direction, goals and policies
Engage in constructive dialogue with our stakeholders
As one of the largest quick service restaurant systems in
Australia with over 600 restaurants and around 30,000
employees nationwide, we are conscious of the environment in
which we operate and proactively look for opportunities to improve
the lives of those we impact.
Our approach to CSR is dynamic, local in focus, yet always
rooted in a “People Capability First” philosophy. We have worked
diligently to understand the many opportunities we have in Australia,
and to develop a strategy and structure to continually improve
ourselves.
Throughout this report, we engage internal and external stakeholders
for their perspectives on our CSR efforts. These discussions will help
shape our actions and communications.

ABOUT US
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People
We put our people first and feed their
desire to learn from us and from
each other, through the bonds of a
close-knit team. Together, our people
create memorable experiences every
day for our customers.

Rob Phipps,
Chief People Officer

People
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Message from Rob Phipps,
Chief People Officer
We are passionate in our belief that everyone deserves the

Through the Whitelion Employment Program, Todd began working

opportunity to be the best they can possibly be. That’s why we’re

at KFC Kingsmeadow in Tasmania as a full-time Team Member,

deeply committed to creating a workplace that gives young

before moving to the KFC Mowbray store.

Australians, who are hungry for an opportunity, employment,
together with the life skills they need to reach their full potential.
Tasmanian 22-year-old, Todd Patterson, has developed a

In just a few years, Todd has progressed to become Assistant
Restaurant Manager at KFC Mowbray, and has dreams of opening
his own franchise.

successful career at KFC after facing some challenging life

KFC has been a proud partner of Whitelion for 17 years and

circumstances. After falling out with his family at age 17 he battled

employs approximately 40% of the young people in Whitelion’s

homelessness and joblessness - but says that the silver lining of

Employment Program.

his struggle is that he can give others like him hope for a better life.
Realising he was travelling along a downward spiral, Todd spoke

Todd says that the program turned his life
around and put him on the path to success.

to Youth Connections at the Department of Human Services, who

"Whitelion was a stepping stone to starting my career at KFC and

put him in touch with Whitelion, a not-for-profit organisation that

has shown me that with the right motivation and mindset, I can do

provides specialist services to young people in the Youth Justice

anything,” Todd said.

system.

Todd Patterson, Assistant Restaurant Manager
KFC Australia

PEOPLE
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Building People
and Capability
Training and development
Most young students enter this industry but don’t see it as a place
to build a career. However, KFC Australia opens the door to many
opportunities beyond the day-to-day job activities of a Team
Member, teaching life skills that are crucial to any person in the
workforce such as: high standards, time management skills,

Our people also have the chance to complete our exclusive Master
of Retail Management, a Master of Business Administration (MBA)
program developed specifically for Yum!, in partnership with the
University of Wollongong’s Sydney Business School. Ten graduate
employees in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide have completed
the MBA so far, helping them develop strategies for dealing with
issues unique to the retail sector.

strong work ethic, front line customer service and educating our
team in a structured modern way through our nationally accredited
training cooks. In addition we give access to training and
development and provide long lasting management careers at
every level.
Yum! Restaurants Australia has been recognised as a Registered
Training Organisation by the Australian government for more than
a decade, investing over $15 million in training annually. This gives
employees the opportunity to learn valuable life skills training
while at the same time providing training to do their jobs in our
restaurants.

PEOPLE
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Within KFC Australia’s flexible work environment, education

“Having worked for both KFC company-owned and franchise

assistance is available to all employees at our company-owned

stores, I have experienced both sides of this business, and the

stores. Our Education Assistance Programme provides up to

immense opportunities that KFC can offer.

$1,000 for continued tertiary study for approved courses.
Assistance may help cover course expenses such as Higher
Education Contribution Scheme (HECS) fees or non-HECS
courses, textbooks, study or examination leave. We also cover the
costs for employees to complete a Certificate IV in Retail
Services.
To date approximately 500 employees have received support
through our Education Assistance and Masters of Retail
Management Programmes.

I started as a Team Member while still in school and KFC
fostered my development through the ranks to Restaurant
Manager and then Area Manager, where I earned my career
highlight of being recognised as the 2013 ‘Area Manager of the
Year’.
KFC runs great in house training programs and are strong
supporters of any external training you wish to undertake,
allowing you to develop in both practice and theory.
KFC’s focus on perpetual development has not only benefitted
me, but has allowed me to train others, and develop their
careers.
From school students experiencing customer service,
university students gaining management training or
international students learning English and the Australian work
force. It is so rewarding to continue to offer these employees
the development and opportunities that KFC gave me.
The culture at KFC is ‘People-First’. They develop us to be the
best we can be, providing a support network that is second to
none.”

Therese Frangie, Area Manager
Mykspen Pty Ltd (KFC Franchisee)

PEOPLE
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Graduate Leadership Programme
Our Graduate Leadership Programme (GLP) provides a structured
career path for tertiary qualified Restaurant General Managers
prior to assuming a key field management position (such as Area
Coach or People Excellence Coach). The GLP builds critical
leadership skills, presentation and time management skills, while

Medina was soon promoted to Restaurant General Manager,
managing a multi-million dollar retail business with 50+ staff,
serving over 3,000 customers weekly. During this time Medina
fostered a positive work culture by partnering with the Make a
Wish Foundation to drive local philanthropic efforts, and also
increased employment opportunities for underprivileged families
and teenagers in the local area.

also broadening business knowledge across a variety of roles,

Medina won the 2013 Young Retailer of the Year Award for

building resilience, strategic insight and front line management

Innovation, in recognition of her positive impact on the KFC

skills. During the GLP, graduates have the opportunity to rotate

Merrylands store and surrounding community. In 2014, she

through different roles over a three-to-four year period to help skill

entered KFC’s Graduate Leadership Programme, where she is

them in a broad range of areas, and set them up for success along

building her knowledge in operations, development, financial

the career path they would like to pursue.

management, HR and marketing across the entire business.

Medina started her career as a KFC Team Member in 2006 at the
age of 15, working part time at KFC Merrylands while she
completed high school. Medina continued taking advantage of
KFC’s flexible work plan while completing a Bachelor of Business
and Commerce – International Business at the University of
Western Sydney.

“KFC has provided me with great opportunities to study and
work simultaneously, furthering my career in business and
leadership, as well as allowing me to pursue my passion for
supporting underprivileged youth and communities.”
Medina Cicak, Human Resources Officer
KFC Australia

PEOPLE
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Our Culture
Training and development
Our culture of reward and recognition empowers individuals with

As an employee of KFC Australia, Restaurant General Managers
at our company-owned stores are able to benefit from a range of
exciting reward initiatives including:

the confidence necessary to be valuable contributors to society.

Operations Incentive Plan – a competitive incentive plan which

As a people-focused business, we are committed to building

provides a quarterly reward for performance based on people,

long-term relationships with its employees and giving everyone

customer, sales and profit measures.

from all walks of life the opportunity to reach their full potential. We
have one of the lowest staff turnovers – approximately 50% – in an

Restaurant General Managers (RGMs) are also in a position to

industry known as the ‘100% turnover industry’.

become owners and share in Yum!’s financial success. The
‘Yumbucks’ scheme rewards RGMs with stock appreciation

We take care to coach and develop our people and celebrate their

rights in Yum! on appointment to that position (and annually on

achievements no matter how big or small.

achievement of growth objectives).

We have some formal recognition programs including the

All permanent Team Members, Restaurant Management and

‘Champions Club’, which annually awards the top 5% of

Support Centre employees are eligible to become

Restaurant General Managers with a once-in-a-lifetime

shareholders in Yum! through the award winning Yum! Stock

experience with their partner.

Ownership Programme.
Staff receive a 15% discount on the purchase price of Yum!
Stock. This plan was the 2012 recipient of Employee
Ownership Australia and New Zealand’s Award for the Most
Effective and Innovative Communications Programme. It was
recognised for providing employees with a creative and
comprehensive understanding of the benefits of share
ownership. Importantly, it was also applauded for its unique
share ownership offering to permanent Team Members – the
future leaders of our business!

PEOPLE
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Customer Maniacs
Annually, we continually train around 30,000 company and
franchise associate staff to become Customer Maniacs,
empowered to do whatever they can to serve and satisfy our
customers.
All new employees are initially trained in Team Member

Champs Team Challenge,
KFC Dee Why
Each year, KFC Australia runs an industry-leading retail training
program, CHAMPS Team Challenge (CTC) designed to test and
improve quality and customer service at KFC, while also
recognising and rewarding KFC’s top employees.

orientation, where they learn about food safety and quality and
customer service through our CHAMPS principles:

Now in its 29th year, CTC runs over a three to six month period,
with teams selected at each of KFC’s stores around the country

C = Cleanliness (restaurants)

competing against one another in state events. The top teams

H = Hospitality (employees)

from each state are then selected to compete in a finals event held

A = Accuracy (orders)

at a new location every year in August.

M = Maintenance (facilities)
P = Product (quality)

At the 2014 CTC event on Saturday 16th August, challengers were

S = Speed (of service)

flown to the Gold Coast where they battled it out for 6 hours,
competing in tasks that emulated their daily in-store duties,
including everything from food quality and packing products to
customer service, front of house set up and cleaning.
KFC Dee Why was announced as the overall winners, taking home
the prestigious title of the National Brand Champions for 2014.
CTC is one of KFC’s many training and development programs
designed to deliver valuable skills to young Australians. It ensures
employees maintain high quality service and deliver great tasting
food for the two million customers that visit KFC stores each week.

PEOPLE
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Employee Wellbeing
Wellness Initiative
In August 2012, KFC Australia launched a Wellness Initiative to
help employees learn more about healthy living. Through a series
of online training models, the initiative helps employees improve
their work life balance, providing wellness assessments and tips on
healthy eating.

We also have a range of flexible benefits including carers leave and
employees have the opportunity to purchase additional leave to
accommodate their personal commitments and promote a healthy
work life balance.
“I’ve been working at KFC for 23 years, starting at my local KFC
restaurant at the age of 14 in a casual position. I have continued
to grow my career at Yum! and in 2013, was promoted to

As part of the initiative, employees are also offered free access to

Franchisee Business Coach after returning from maternity leave.

healthcare providers who screen for cardiovascular issues and

Despite needing to take time off to have my second child and

diabetes.

support my family, KFC acknowledged my previous years of

It is currently made available to Restaurant General Managers at

work and allowed me to progress my career without hesitation.

approximately 150 company-owned stores around Australia. We

The company has always been supportive of returning mums.

are exploring the option to expand the program to Assistant Store

Recognising that being a mother of two young and very active

Managers and franchisees in 2014.

boys, KFC has given me flexible working hours to allow me to
pursue my career aspirations as well as be the mum I want to be.

Flexible working

My new position meant I would be travelling more than my
previous role and within this promotion held more responsibility.

We are proud of our fair and flexible workplace with ample growth

However, I have a flexible roster and I’m not tied down to a

opportunities for parents. We provide paid parental leave benefits

Monday to Friday, nine-to-five position. I am able to work around

above the statutory requirements and ‘transition back to work’

my children and husband’s schedules so not to miss out on any

arrangements for female employees returning from maternity leave.

important milestones, like Easter hat parades or story time at
pre-school.”

Consequently approximately 80% of women who take maternity
leave return to work and more than 50% of all permanent

Belinda Spiteri, Franchisee Business Coach

management and administration positions are held by females.

KFC Australia
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Food
We believe that a meal at KFC
should be one that you’ll savour
and enjoy long after the last bite.

Fritz Meyer,
Chief Food Innovation and Technology Officer
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Message from Fritz Meyer,
Chief Food Innovation and
Technology Officer
We believe that a meal at KFC should be one that you’ll savour
and enjoy long after the last bite. We delight our customers and
create memorable meals by being passionate about the quality
and irresistible taste of our food. We have a cook in every one of
our restaurants, who take scrupulous care and passion to prepare
our real chicken by hand, served hot and fresh throughout the day.
We make every effort to create meaningful food variety and offer
broad menu choices - something new for our customers to try
every time they visit. We give customers all the nutritional
information they need about our food to help them make informed
choices.

FOOD
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Our Nutrition Journey
Nutrition Timeline

2010

2010

2011

2012

2012

2013

2013

2014

2014

Achieved an average 15% reduction in sodium across core
chicken menu items and a 21% reduction in seasoned chip salt.

Removed skin from Zinger fillets,
reducing total fat content by approximately one third.

Reduced sodium in burger buns by 30%
and dinner rolls by 37%.

In May replaced sustainably sourced palm oil used to cook our products
in store with a high oleic Canola oil in all stores across Australia.

Introduced a salad on our menu.

Launched a permanent grilled
range with a grilled Kids meal option.

Tested salt reduction initiatives in-store to proactively encourage
customers to consume less salt when they visit KFC.

Actively encouraged customers to “ask for unsalted chips”
in support of World Salt Awareness Week.

There are projects in place for further sodium reductions across various
menu items including tortillas, bacon and chicken products.

Today

FOOD
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“It’s great to see KFC getting on board with Salt Awareness
Week. Having consumers understand the health risks
associated with eating too much salt is a vital step. We hope
other companies in the sector will follow this lead.”
Professor Bruce Neal, Chair of AWASH and Senior Director
The George Institute for Global Health

Choice

Transparency

At KFC Australia, we are passionate about our great tasting food

KFC Australia is committed to being open and transparent in how

and are continually investigating how we can improve our products

we cook our food, providing our customers with the opportunity to

and provide broader menu choices. We have been on a journey to

make informed decisions on behalf of themselves and their family.

improve balanced food choices for our customers and we are
committed to reducing sodium and sugar and to reduce
trans-saturated fats to less than 0.5% without compromising on
taste or quality.

We have been proactive in our approach to kilojoule labelling for
some time, making it easier for our customers to be aware of the
nutritional content of their meal.

In 2013, we launched a permanent grilled menu, ensuring that our

Since 2002, we have provided allergen

customers can enjoy more options when visiting KFC.

information on in-store brochures.

KFC Australia has made a firm commitment to proactively help
Australians reduce their salt intake when they visit KFC. We have

Since 2008, we have provided detailed nutrition and allergen
information on in-store brochures, and on our website.

been implementing a number of education and product initiatives
to provide our customers with more choice and more nutritional
menu options.

In 2012, we were one of the first quick service restaurant
systems in Australia to introduce menu board labelling in

In 2014, we also actively encouraged customers to “ask for

all our stores nationally, despite this not being required

unsalted chips” in support of World Salt Awareness Week,

by law in every state.

prompting customers at the point of sale to consider their salt
intake. The Australian Division of World Action on Salt and Health

In 2013, we introduced a nutrition calculator on our

(AWASH) showed its support for the initiative, congratulating KFC

website, for our customers to easily understand the

for taking a proactive stance on educating customers about salt.

nutritional value of our food.

FOOD
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Food Safety and Quality
Commitment to food safety
KFC Australia has a rigorous food safety program, making
substantial investments to ensure our network of over 600
company-owned and franchise restaurants maintain the highest
quality standards from paddock to plate.
We have been certified since 2010 and continue to be one of the
only national food retailers that is HACCP certified. We conduct
this on a voluntary basis, ensuring we benchmark our internal
Food Safety Standards to an external standard.
We commission BSI Group to conduct external food safety audits
that provide a robust external view of KFC’s food safety processes,
ensuring our internal systems are aligned with local standards,
industry best practice and emerging issues. These in store
assessments are measured against Australian Food Standards,
the SOPAC KFC Food Safety Program and the Codex HACCP

All our suppliers are also audited by a third party against best
practice Food Safety and Quality Standards. This drives
continuous improvement across our suppliers. In our business,
food safety is paramount. Our food preparation and cooking
processes meet and exceed Australian requirements and we
impress compliance with these standards upon every store.

Innovation and quality
We invest in training our KFC cooks to use fresh quality
ingredients and produce, providing our customers with the
iconic KFC taste people know and love.
Each year we produce over 200 concepts for new products. After
in-house filtering, some 40 new products are developed and
produced each year. Of these, only the very best make it to KFC
restaurants.

standard. In addition to this, dedicated in-restaurant Food Safety

On Saturday 23 August 2014, KFC opened its kitchens to the public

Officers conduct over 100 quality and safety checks every day.

at over 160 stores across Australia for its first KFC Open Kitchen

Following each audit, we conduct a thorough review of the results
and address specific feedback proactively with the relevant stores

Day, showing our customers exactly how we cook our freshly
prepared, great tasting food throughout each and every day.

and appropriate any learnings across our network of employees.

On this day, Australians were invited to tour our kitchens to see

We have seen this dedication for continuous improvement

why we’re so proud of the way we cook our food, using chicken

exemplified in our auditing scores which improve year-on-year.

sourced from reputable Australian suppliers such as Inghams and
Steggles – the same chicken you get from the supermarket –
delivered regularly to our stores nationwide.

FOOD
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Ethical Sourcing and Supply
Animal welfare
KFC Australia requires its chicken suppliers to be members of the
Australian Chicken Meat Federation and to strictly follow the Model
Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals, Domestic Poultry.

Each week, we deliver around 32 tonnes of lettuce, 16 tonnes
of tomatoes, 70 tonnes of fresh burger buns and 16 tonnes of
fresh dinner rolls to our restaurants – all locally sourced and
produced here in Australia.
We invest considerable time identifying and selecting reputable

We ensure our suppliers care about their flocks and

Australian chicken suppliers like Inghams, Steggles and Golden

are proud of their record in raising healthy birds.

Farms, who raise chickens in barns not cages.

They have high standards of bird welfare to ensure

All of our core ingredient, chicken, is sourced locally and across

their chickens are well-fed, healthy and comfortable.

our system at least 97% of our chicken on the bone, chicken fillets
and strips are delivered fresh to store, not frozen. The flour used to

Sustainable sourcing

bread our chicken, burger buns and tortillas is also sourced from
local suppliers like George Weston Foods, Manildra and Allied
Mills. To make our famous chips, the majority of potatoes are

We strive to source local produce, where possible. Around

sourced from Tasmania and Victoria. Our lettuce and tomatoes

85% of all our ingredients are sourced from within Australia.

are sourced from up and down the east and west coasts.

We have a proud history of working with Australian farmers and
suppliers across the spectrum of our menu, with our relationship
with Inghams extending back to our very first KFC store in
Guildford NSW in 1969.

FOOD
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Foodbank Australia
KFC Australia participates in Foodbank’s Food Rescue Program,
allowing us to donate any useable product to people in need.
Through our efforts, 85% of our suppliers have also
signed up to be national signatories with Foodbank.
To date, we have donated close to 67,000 kilograms
of food, equating to over 90,000 meals.

“KFC provides us with an array of ingredients from meat to
sauces and seasonings, all of which are a great addition to our
stock list. The two and a half thousand charities we supply with
food around the country appreciate the variety as it enables
them to provide tasty and nutritious meals as well as versatile
home hampers. With KFC’s help we’re striving to ensure that
no one in Australia goes hungry.”

Greg Warren, General Manager
Foodbank Australia

FOOD
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Environment
We collaborate with our suppliers
and industry to ensure we are continually
identifying better ways to conduct business
in a more sustainable way.
We aspire to have every customer, every
staff member, and every store support our
efforts in reducing our environmental impact
through our sustainability initiatives.

Micheal Clark,
Chief Supply Chain Officer
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Message from
Michael Clark,
Chief Supply Chain Officer
In 2013, we established a sustainability framework and strategy,
underpinned by two distinct pillars – sustainable stores and
sustainable supply chain – and communicated through ongoing
internal and external stakeholder engagement. We have key areas

Our goals:
Design and build all new company restaurants to be LEED
certifiable from 2015.

of focus under each of these pillars which we continue to drive

Work toward a global goal of reducing energy consumption in

through ongoing projects and initiatives.

company-owned restaurants 15% by end-2015.

For example:

Work toward a global goal of reducing water consumption in

We have pioneered recycling in the quick service restaurant
industry, offering away from home recycling opportunities for
our customers at over 185 restaurants nationwide.
We have opened our first Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) certified store, with another
planned in 2014/15.

ENVIRONMENT

company-owned restaurants by 10% by end-2015.
Continue to enhance our supplier environmental audits.
Work to implement waste recovery projects that will reduce,
recycle and reuse our waste in all company stores.
Purchase paper-based packaging with fibre from responsibly
managed forests and recycled sources.

25

Sustainable Buildings
LEED Restaurants
In 2013, KFC Australia was the first quick service restaurant
system to open a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) certified store at East Maitland in New South Wales.

Overall energy use is expected to be reduced by at least 16%,
through optimised footprint, the installation of LED lighting
throughout the entire site, innovative day-light and movement
sensors in strategic areas, as well as industry-leading kitchen
ventilation technology.
Our LEED restaurants also aim to provide improved environments

Goal: Design and build all new company
restaurants to be LEED certifiable from 2015.
The new restaurant features state of the art recycling systems,

for our team members and customers through the use of low VOC
paints and sealants and through the implementation of increased
natural light sources in our designs.

expected to divert up to 720 kilograms of waste from landfill each

A range of water-saving measures have also been implemented,

week. Everything from KFC’s canola cooking oil, cardboard,

such as the installation of water efficient landscaping, tankless

bottles and cans can be recycled, with food and general waste

water heaters and high efficiency water fixtures and fittings in

turned into compost.

bathrooms, which are expected to reduce water use by up to 35%.
A second LEED certified store is being built in Lidcombe,
setting the standard for all new restaurants.

ENVIRONMENT
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Energy efficiency
KFC Australia has been reducing energy consumption through
a variety of programs at its company-owned stores, including:

We are educating our Restaurant General Managers (RGMs)
about the importance of energy reduction, including introducing a
new ‘powering up’ schedule which encourages RGMs to only
switch on machinery when it is needed, rather than on arrival in
the morning. To support our RGMs we have also provided them

Global firsts for KFC –
All front of house dining lights have been retrofitted
with LED lighting – a global first for KFC
Modifying our extract hoods to reduce extract rates when
not required, reducing air conditioning consumption.
Replacing high wattage metal halide car park lights with

with an online portal of tools to track their 30 minute energy usage
trends, giving them access to energy invoices and near-live
interval data feeds to make adjustments. This has also been rolled
out across the majority of franchisee stores.
We are also exploring self-generation energy initiatives
such as solar power, and using our cooking oil to generate
power for our stores.

significantly lower wattage induction lights. These lighting
initiatives have significantly increased the fittings life span
by 5 times, reducing cost of replacement.

Water conservation

Equipment efficiencies include drink fridges,

KFC Australia will continue to push for greater efficiencies in its

holding cabinets and hotplates.

new stores through a range of water-saving measures including
the installation of water efficient landscaping, tankless water

Currently trialing new efficient low oil volume fryers,

heaters and high efficiency water fixtures and fittings in bathrooms.

adaptive refrigeration control and Building Management
System to control energy consumption and carbon footprint.

Goal: Work toward reducing water consumption in
company-owned restaurants by 10% by end-2015

Goal: Work toward a global goal to reduce energy consumption
in company-owned restaurants 15% by end-2015.

ENVIRONMENT
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Carbon Footprint
Carbon reporting
KFC Australia is in its fourth year of National Greenhouse and
Energy Reporting, providing information to the Australian
Department of Environment Clean Energy Regulator on its carbon
emissions across its 600 stores.
We have also contributed to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)
since 2011. Top companies around the world report greenhouse
gas emissions data and climate change strategies to CDP with
over 81% of the world’s FTSE Global 500 Equity Index companies
submitting their CDP reports and strategies. �We have also been
working with Intelligent Pathways for four years to report on our

Supplier Environmental
Audit Program
In 2009, KFC Australia pioneered the Supplier
Environmental Scorecard which is now being implemented
by Yum! in other countries.
We continue to enhance this scorecard and implement it across
our supply chain to gain greater insights into our end-to-end
supplier environmental impacts and where we can collaborate to
reduce waste, energy and water consumption to create a more
sustainable supply chain.

greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption, assisting
with the collection, analysis and data management of our
environmental data.

ENVIRONMENT
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Waste
Recovery
& Recycling
Closed Loop Recycling Program (CLRP)

Recycling in our kitchens

KFC Australia is pioneering recycling as the first quick service

We recycle our canola cooking oil in all stores, where service is

restaurant system to participate in a nationwide recycling initiative,

available. We partner with an accredited third party supplier who

"Do the Right Thing, Use the Right Bin," a public-private partnership

picks up our cooking oil in-store and processes it at various plants

funded by the Australian Packaging Covenant.

to make products such as biodiesel and animal feed.

Goal: Work to implement waste recovery projects that will
reduce, recycle and reuse our waste in all company stores.
KFC Australia reduces waste through industry-leading
recycling initiatives, and via our partners.

To date, new recycling systems for public use have been installed
at over 185 KFC restaurants across Australia, providing recycling
opportunities for millions of customers per year. We will be
continuing to grow our recycling program front-of-house for
bottles, cans and Krusher cups this year.
KFC Australia also proudly recycles cardboard at 98% of our
company-owned stores back of house and in the majority of
franchisee stores.

We are also investigating how we can repurpose broken,
redundant equipment and fixtures through local metal recycling
programs.

Industry ecology
We are currently undergoing a number of industry ecology
projects. On World Environment Day, we announced that by
end-2014 we would use our supply chain network to transfer
approximately 60,000 old uniforms to Pacific NonWovens,
a fibre technology company that would convert them to
25,000 m2 of Superfelt carpet underlay, to be sold commercially.
Our existing food delivery suppliers, Cut Fresh Salads and
Unifresh, are collecting the old uniforms during routine deliveries

In 2013, we diverted 798.8 tonnes of waste from landfill through

and sending the 7,000 kilograms worth of materials to Pacific

our cardboard and commingle recycling program at our

NonWovens from their distribution centres.

company-owned stores.

More information on this project can be found by
reading the Partnerships with Suppliers section below.
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Sustainable Packaging
KFC Australia is committed to making sustainable packaging a
priority. As a signatory to the Australian Packaging Covenant
(APC), we constantly evaluate our packaging design, embedding
the Sustainable Packaging Guidelines into all of our processes
and new product development.
Goal: Purchase paper-based packaging with fibre from
responsibly managed forests and recycled sources.

In 2014, Yum! (KFC Australia) was categorised by the APC as a
High Performer for its commitment.
In support of this, Yum! globally has developed global Sustainable
Sourcing and Waste Recovery Principles which we align to.
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Partnerships
with Suppliers
KFC Australia partners with its suppliers to drive more sustainable
processes and to minimise its impact on the environment.

Industrial Ecology Workshop
With our partner EDGE Environment, we will establish and run

Sustainability working group

a Sydney Industrial Ecology Network. Made possible through a
grant from the Environment Protection Authority, the network will

This year, we implemented an industry sustainability working

bring businesses together to foster reuse of commercial and

group across our supply chain to understand crossovers,

industrial waste. This program is part of the Waste Less,

opportunities and best practice initiatives.

Recycle More initiative.

Farm-to-Fork study
We are partnering with some of our large suppliers to undertake
a Life Cycle Assessment project with an independent
environmental consultant. In this Farm to Fork study, we will
assess the environmental and social hotspots in our business
and identify opportunities for improvement and partnership.

Our existing food delivery suppliers, Cut Fresh Salads and
Unifresh, are collecting the old uniforms during routine
deliveries and sending the 7,000 kilograms worth of materials
to Pacific NonWovens from their distribution centres.

We will host this event to reduce waste and promote
responsible resource management across our supply chain.
The workshop aims to identify and facilitate exchanges of
resources by connecting people, developing business cases
and assisting with regulatory requirements.

KFC Australia diverts 60,000
uniforms from landfill
On World Environment Day, we announced that by end-2014
we would use our supply chain network to transfer approximately
60,000 old uniforms to Pacific NonWovens, a fibre technology
company that would convert them to 25,000 m2 of Superfelt
carpet underlay, to be sold commercially.
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Community
We are an organisation with a
huge heart and believe in giving
everyone a fair opportunity.

Johannes Lambinon,
Chief Restaurant and Information Officer
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Message from
Johannes Lambinon,
Chief Restaurant and
Information Officer
We are an organisation with a huge heart and believe in giving
everyone a fair opportunity. We support a range of programs to
support youth in local communities and help eradicate hunger
around the worlds.
Our people are united in giving back to the communities they
serve and the world in which they live. Through their actions,
we want to make the world a better place.

COMMUNITY
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KFC in the Community
Since 2007, KFC Australia has supported World Hunger Relief (the

“KFC’s support has been vital in helping to provide at-risk youth

world’s largest ever private sector hunger relief effort) with funds

with employment opportunities, mentoring and

raised for the United Nations World Food Programme and other

education-based prevention programs. We’ve worked with KFC

hunger-fighting organisations.

for over 15 years, and today, KFC is our largest employer in the

KFC Australia has raised more than $5.4 million for the World
Food Programme. Internationally, Yum! has raised more than
U.S$185 million and provided almost 740 million meals to those in
urgent need of food assistance.

Whitelion Employment Program, bringing in over 200 young
Australians into the KFC family where they have excelled and
positively contributed to their local community. KFC has been
opening doors for our young people for many years and we
look forward to continuing our partnership in the future.”

Other community initiatives include:
National: Donated close to 67,000 kilograms of food to
Foodbank, equating to over 90,000 meals;

Mark Watt, CEO
Whitelion

State: Donated $50,000 to the Tasmanian Bushfire 2013
Appeal organised by the Australian Red Cross;
State: A 19 year partnership with The Reach
Foundation in Victoria that has extended to NSW;
Local: Employing approximately 40% of the young people in
the Whitelion Employment Program, making it the largest
employer in the program over the past 17 years.
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World Hunger Relief
Yum! Brands’ World Hunger Relief effort is the world’s largest
private sector hunger relief initiative, spanning more than 130
countries and territories, over 40,000 KFC, Pizza Hut and Taco
Bell restaurants and 1.5 million employees and franchise
associates. The initiative began in 2007 in an effort to raise
awareness, volunteerism and funds for the United Nations World
Food Programme (WFP) and other hunger relief organisations.
Throughout September, KFC Australia customers will have the
opportunity to make a donation to World Hunger Relief through
coin donation boxes in-store and by purchasing World Hunger
Relief wristbands, pens or gift-cards when they visit KFC.
Restaurant Managers and their dedicated teams will host a range
of fundraising activities, like gala dinners, car washes, bake sales
within their local communities to raise funds for the international
cause.
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Responsible
Marketing to
Children
KFC Australia has been a founding member of the Australian
Quick Service Restaurant Industry Initiative for Responsible
Advertising and Marketing to Children since its inception in 2008.
We have voluntarily made additional commitments toward
responsible marketing practices. In 2008, we decided to no longer
advertise children’s meals or target our advertising campaigns
directly at children.
We were also the first quick service restaurant system to remove
toys from children’s meals. This decision was made to reduce
‘pester power’ associated with toys and to support parents in their
efforts to make informed dietary choices for their children.
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Contact details
Thank you for taking the time to read the
KFC Australia Corporate Social
Responsibility 2014 Report. If you would like
further information please go to
www.kfc.com.au.
To learn more about YUM's global
commitment to responsible business
practices please go to
http://www.yumcsr.com.
We welcome your feedback on this report.
To contact us please use the contact form at
www.kfc.com.au.

